
governments. Although John lived around the year 90AD he            
outlined a system of buying and selling that very much                       
resembles man’s modern credit system. Here is what he said: 
Revelation 13:16-18 He causes all, both small and great, rich 
and poor, free and slave, to receive a mark in their right hand 
or in their foreheads, and that no one may buy or sell except 
one who has the mark or the name of the beast, or the                 
number of his name. Here is wisdom. Let him who has                        
understanding calculate the number of the beast, for it is the 
number of a man: His number is six hundred and sixty-six. 
 
For many years now international banking cartels have been 
phasing out the use of cash money in preference for credit and 
debit cards and more recently an national ID card is being 
pushed on the world’s population which serves as a universal 
catchall for all identifiable registration numbers that connect 
the bearer to health, education, religion, legal and banking   
services. These cards are in reality a means of control. The   
indispensable all important unit of the card itself is the               
micro-chip embedded within the card’s interior. John saw and 
told of a number or mark imbedded in the hand or forehead of 
its user. At present there is in place in some countries a method 
of embedding the microchip in the hands of users through               
vaccination. However as far as we know microchip implantation 
has not yet reached the forehead. There is, however, new              
microchip technology in use called ‘microdots’ or ‘micro dust’. 
These are not microchips per se, but instead, when vaccinated 
into the blood stream travel the human body acting as sensors. 
These sensors are easily read by hand scanning devices like cell 
phones, computers, and quite possibly 5G towers, although this 
method has not yet been verified. With this technology it is 

easy to understand the text in Revelation 13:16; “in their           
foreheads”. As the microdot sensors, (and apparently there are 
many within a single vaccination) travel the bloodstream they 
pass through the brain, making John’s prediction very much 
real–to-life. If you ever saw the movie “The Island” you will    
remember the scene where the clone was injected with these 
types of tracking sensors.  
Although body tracking is part of the overall concept, once                 
vaccinated with the sensors the recipient is welcome to use the 
systems facilities, or simply put in the words of John; “buy or 
sell”.  
Satan’s initial plan of destroying faith in the hearts and minds 
of man has empowered a system of control and indeed worship 
based on our modern world’s economy. For the system to work 
seamlessly all cash has to disappear. Buying and selling with a 
Personal Identification Number will become the way of life for 
all within this system.  

 
Faith in God is the only way to bypass the international           
banking system. There is an interesting verse in the Bible that 
says: “Now all these things happened to them as examples, and 
they were written for our admonition, upon whom the ends of 
the ages have come.” What Paul is saying in this verse is there 
are examples given within the Bible that illustrate instances 
that can be drawn upon by those living in our times. Moses’ 
exodus from Egypt was one of them. He lived during the first 
world empire ever created by man. We are living in the 7th and 
final empire. Moses was told by God to leave the system of his 
day. By faith in God’s living Word, the voice of prophecy, Moses 
took the children of Israel to the Red Sea and thus escaped the 
wrath of the then dictating Pharaoh. Moses’ faith was not in 
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The three verses in the Bible that describe 666 were written 
around two thousand years ago, yet amazingly enough the   
description can be quite easily recognized today as an                          
international cashless banking system. Let’s take a closer look 
at what the Apostle John wrote regarding this incredible                      
revelation. John explains in Chapter one of the Book of                     
Revelation that being “in the spirit” he was taken into the             
future and shown many cataclysmic events that would climax 
in a One World Government presided over, or controlled by a                 
demonic dictator who will regulate the lives of every human 
being on earth through manipulation of their respective                 

the system of his day, but in God. So the first step for those  
looking for a way out is to find faith. This is done by reading 
God’s Word in the Bible. Once you start this first step, it is 
promised by God that your faith will grow. Faith, like a well-
watered plant grows amazingly swiftly.  

 
Jesus loves each and every person on this planet and He, 

through His death on the cross, has opened a way to Heaven 

and eternal life. This is His promise and although the future is 

full of uncertainty and fears, you can trust Him to take care of 

you and your loved ones for all eternity. Jesus promised that one 

day very soon He’s going to return and make all wrongs right 

again and bring peace and love back into the world.  

  

To be a part of the soon-to-come, wonderful, love-filled           

Kingdom of God, make Jesus your true love today. Accept Him 

into your heart right now by praying the following prayer. “Dear 

Jesus, please come into my heart, I believe You died as payment 

for my sins and mistakes, I also believe You were raised from the 

dead that I might have eternal life. Please give me your free gift 

of everlasting life in Jesus Name. 
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